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Hot on the plate – China Connect 

 Innovative Technology Report Series No.58: North American cloud vendors’ capex is expected to 
pick up in 3Q 
Innovative Technology｜The current round of cloud vendors’ capex started to enter a phase of downturn 

in 2Q18, and the downward trend has lasted for four consecutive quarters now. The capital market is 
watching closely on the time point of recovery. Cloud vendors have become the main purchasing force of 
global data centers (including IT equipment), accounting for 75% of the total, and their purchasing behavior 

shows obvious visible cyclical fluctuations. In the medium term, cloud vendors’ capex will grow in pace with 
the cloud computing market. It is estimated the reasonable capex growth range will be between 20% and 

30% in the next few years. Based on an analysis of market demand, cloud vendors' capex plans, supply 

chain feedback and other factors, we reckon that there is high probability that North American cloud vendors' 
capex will begin to pick up in 3Q19. We are also bullish on investment opportunities for leaders in the IDC, 
network equipment and server chips segments. 

 

 Public Utilities Sector Thermal Power Hotspot Discussion Series No.6: Domestic and overseas price 
spread of power coal widens, with Huaneng Power International (600011.SH/00902.HK) as the top 

pick 
Utilities｜The high domestic and overseas price spread of power coal is expected to continue. The "rigidity" 
of raw material sources means that coastal power plants with big usage of imported coal will benefit 

accordingly. Given the power plant distribution and raw material structure, we recommend Huaneng Power 
International (600011.SH; 00902.HK) as out top pick. 
 

 Nonferrous Metals Sector Commentary Report: Our core thoughts and views after the big rally 
Nonferrous Metals｜The triggering factor for the big rally of the nonferrous metals sector came from the 

theme effect of rare earth, which is more dominated by trading sentiment in the short run. In the second and 

third quarters, the fundamentals of the sector will differentiate further. We call attention to the sustained profit 
recovery in the aluminum industry and the support for aluminum prices from the intensifying environmental 
protection issue. We recommend the grasping of the core cue of state-owned enterprise reform, and focus 

attention on the sustained promotion of state-owned enterprise reform in Yunnan Province and the horizontal 

absorption and merger of assets with synergistic effect between local state-owned assets supervision and 
administration commissions and state-owned enterprises. 

 
Other recommendations 

 
 Bank of Nanjing (601009) Common Stock Private Issue Commentary: Private placement starts again, 

leading to expected growth  
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